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Abstract. The importance of technology strategy in business is getting empha-
sized as global technology competition is being rapidly intensified. To achieve 
successful business, nothing is more important than timely establishment of 
proper technology strategy. The process of establishing technology strategy is 
technology planning, which should be supported by technology intelligence 
(TI). To reduce the cost of manual technology intelligence activities, we suggest 
an automated technology intelligence system which can support whole steps of 
technology planning systematically. We examined what decision should be 
made and what information is required in each step. And then, we suggested 
seven services and their explicit insights which have a specific role at each step 
of technology planning. Considering recent growth of mobile environment of 
users, we implemented our system running on tablet PCs. 
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1 Introduction 

As business and technology environment rapidly changes and global technology 
competition is being gradually intensified, the importance of technology strategy as 
well as business strategy (or strategic management) is getting emphasized. Business 
strategy identifies the objectives of a particular organization (institution or company) 
and defines the plans and actions to achieve the objectives [1], while technology  
strategy defines the objectives, strategies and tactics related to development and ap-
plication of technologies within an organization [2]. To achieve successful business, 
nothing is more important than timely establishment of proper technology strategy in 
addition to business strategy. That is, an organization should continue to discover 
emerging and promising technologies for its business and make a timely plan of when 
and how to acquire such technologies. This process of establishing technology strate-
gy is technology planning, which should be supported by technology intelligence (TI). 
Technology intelligence includes a wide variety of activities such as gathering, ana-
lyzing and forwarding information on new technologies to support technology plan-
ning and decision-making of an organization [3].  
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To perform proper technology planning, each organization needs to perform active, 
continuous and objective technology intelligence activities. However, these activities 
require many human resources including domain experts and cost too much for small 
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to come up with. Some analytics tools such as 
SAS1 or VantagePoint2 provide useful analytic functionalities for technology intelli-
gence, but they require a user to learn advanced skills for correct usage of them and to 
prepare his or her own source data to be analyzed. Furthermore, those tools do not 
support the whole steps of technology planning systematically. On the other hand, 
existing information retrieval systems like Google Search 3  (or Google Scholar 
Search4) provide a cheap means of finding technical literature such as papers and 
patents, but they have a certain limit to their usefulness because they just list up too 
many results. So, this paper suggests an automated technology intelligence service 
which can be used with ease like existing information retrieval systems and can sup-
port the whole steps of technology planning systematically.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we surveys related 
work to analytics for technology intelligence and then we explore the steps of tech-
nology planning in Section 3. We investigate what is needed for each step of technol-
ogy planning and suggest processes for knowledge acquisition in Section 4, and  
then define services for technology intelligence in Section 5. We finally conclude in 
Section 6. 

2 Related Work 

Gartner5 pronounces the list of promising technologies every year. Information ana-
lytics organizations such as Gartner usually surveys and investigates promising tech-
nologies from many domain experts across the whole world through Delphi method 
[4], and therefore many researchers and companies refer to and rely on their pro-
nouncement. However, it costs quite much and there are also some criticisms that the 
result of survey depends on subjective opinions of experts participated in the survey.  

More objective analytics may be obtained from data. There have recently been 
some approaches which perform and provide analytics from data, beyond a typical 
search paradigm. Google Scholar Search and Microsoft Academic Search6 analyze 
and serve researchers’ specialties, research topics and research network such as co-
authorship and citation relationship and paths from publication data such as papers 
and patents. However, they are so far focusing on network analytics of researchers 
and organizations, not analytics for technology planning. On the other hand, Recorded 
Future7 tries to analyze and predict future events. It continually collects public Web 

                                                           
1  http://www.sas.com 
2  http://www.thevantagepoint.com 
3  http://www.google.com 
4  http://scholar.google.com 
5  http://www.gartner.com 
6  http://academic.research.microsoft.com 
7  http://www.recordedfuture.com 
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content such as online news, blogs, public niche sources, government web sites, and 
financial databases, etc., analyzes them to identify references to entities and events, 
and visualizes insights for better understanding of complex relationships and issues. 

Because technology planning is an important issue for enhancing global competen-
cies of each country, there  have been performed several government-funded research 
projects about information analytics for business and technology intelligence. US 
government has supported FUSE (Foresight and Understanding from Scientific  
Exposition) project [5], the goal of which is to enhance inter-disciplinary, converged 
competitiveness by managing vast amounts and kinds of literature with a single, es-
tablished system while also developing an automated method to support systematic 
and successive evaluation of technological potential based on information identified 
in the literature. EU also has supported a similar project, CUBIST (Combining and 
Uniting Business Intelligence with Semantic Technology) [6], which aims to develop 
an enhanced Semantic Web search platform to allow business-related users to better 
understand large and heterogeneous data. These two projects commonly have started 
from 2011 and combine explicit metadata used by most services with implicit metada-
ta hidden within text documents, in order to effectively find technological potential. 
However, FUSE mainly focuses on quantitative analysis based on scientometrics 
while CUBIST mainly focuses on qualitative analysis based on Text Mining and  
Semantic Web technologies. Korea has also supported similar project, InSciTe (Intel-
ligence from Science & Technology) [7], which aims to provide technological policy 
makers, researchers, and small and medium-sized enterprises with technology intelli-
gence services. InSciTe has focused on analytics of technological potential and levels 
of research agents. In this paper, we extend the InSciTe to support the whole steps of 
technology planning systematically. 

3 Technology Planning Steps 

Technology planning in an organization is generally carried out through the following 
five steps (see Fig.1): (1) selection and understanding of an emerging and promising 
technology; (2) understanding of core or strategic element technologies of the emerg-
ing and promising technology; (3) understanding of technical competitiveness and 
competitors; (4) establishment of technology strategy; (5) execution of technology 
strategy [8][9]. 

Among these steps, the first four steps require information to support decision-
making by executives of an organization and such information should be acquired 
through technology intelligence. So, we need to examine what decision should be 
made and what information is required in the first four steps. 

The first step should suggest an emerging and promising technology suitable for a 
given organization or researcher. To do this, we should also analyze the network of 
related technologies and evaluate the emergence of each technology and how the 
technology is promising. The promising degree of a technology could be computed by 
considering its element technologies and related products [10].  
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In the second step, core or strategic element technologies of the emerging and 
promising technology should be determined. To do this, we need to disassemble the 
selected technology in the previous step into its element technologies and should eva-
luate the importance of each element technology.  

The third step should identify leading researchers and organizations and evaluate 
technological levels of them in the view of the selected technology and its element 
technologies.  

Finally, the fourth step should determine development order and acquisition me-
thod of element technologies. To do this, we need to evaluate maturity and dependen-
cy between element technologies. 

 

Fig. 1. Five steps of technology planning 

 

Fig. 2. Relationships defined between technology, product, and organization 
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4 Knowledge Acquisition 

From the steps of technology planning described in the previous section, we can get 
aware of the fact that core knowledge needed for technology planning should be com-
posed of technology, product and organization. Here, technology includes technical 
areas, product types, materials, and substances, and product indicates commodities 
implemented by applying technologies, including intangible ones such as services 
[11]. Product is a very important element for technology planning because it is a mir-
ror of technologies applied to it. 

There exist various and useful relationships between these three entities for tech-
nology planning (see Fig. 2) and we can define and classify them by the technology 
planning steps [12]. For example, all relationships between technologies such as isA-
Domain (is a domain of), similarTech (is a similar technology to), competeTech (is a 
competing technology with), and converge and some relationships between product 
and technology such as isATech (is a technology of; e.g., smart phone is a technology 
of iPhone4) and consistOf (consists of or implements; e.g., iPhone4S consists of 
speech recognition) could be used for technology intelligence at the first step. 

 

Fig. 3. Overall processes of knowledge acquisition for technology intelligence 

 

Fig. 4. The text examples excerpted from news articles 

The core of technology intelligence system is to extract and make knowledge from 
technical literature such as papers, patents, news, magazines, and other technical Web 
documents in automated way. Natural language processing, text mining, and semantic 
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web technology play important roles to do this. Fig. 3 shows the overall processes 
from gathering of technical literature to query processing. Linked Open Data (LOD) 
is utilized for resolving and linking same entities. Fig. 4 shows some example  
excerpts from news articles. Bold and underlined phrases indicate entities – technolo-
gies, products, and organizations – to be recognized and extracted. To correctly rec-
ognize these entities, we need to secure enough authority data by entity types because 
contexts of the entities are often not enough to recognize their types. For example, 
‘Windows Phone’ occurs twice but its contexts are not enough to recognize that it is a 
product of mobile operating system unless we are aware of that in advance. Based on 
the extracted entities, relationships between those entities are recognized and ex-
tracted by applying pattern-based rules [13]. Fig. 5 shows the relationships extracted 
from the example text of Fig. 4. The double-line-boxed entities indicate product, sin-
gle-line-boxed ones indicate technology, and dotted-line-boxed ones indicate organi-
zation. The extracted entities and their relations are converted into semantic triples 
through URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) assignment and resolution [12][14]. 

 

Fig. 5. The examples of entities and their relations extracted  

5 Technology Intelligence Services and Insights 

Now, we suggest which services and what insights an automated technology intelli-
gence system should provide to support the steps of technology planning described in 
Section 3. Insight indicates the meaning entailed by a service result and will help 
users to well understand each service result. 

The first step can be supported by technology navigation and technology trend  
services. Technology navigation provides exploration of network composed of tech-
nologies, products and organizations with relationships among them. It helps users to 
understand technologies by exploring the relationships. Technology trend analyzes 
and provides growth stage and speed of emerging technologies in technology life 
cycle. These services can provide users with insights such as commercialization and 
opportunity – promising degree – of emerging technologies. 

The second step can be supported by element technology and convergence tech-
nology services. Element technology service discovers which element technologies 
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compose a given technology and the growth stage and speed of each element technol-
ogy. Convergence technology service identifies convergeable technologies with  
a given technology. These services can provide users with insights such as what is 
core or strategic among the element technologies and converge-ability of a given 
technology. 

The third step can be supported by agent level and agent partner services. Agent 
level service compares organizations by their development levels of a given technolo-
gy. It helps users to understand technological competitiveness of each organization 
and to identify technology competitors. Agent partner service identifies and recom-
mends collaboration candidates among leading organizations. These services can 
provide users with insights such as competition or collaboration degree among organ-
izations in the view of a given technology. 

The fourth step can be supported by technology roadmap service. This service ana-
lyzes dependencies among element technologies and can provide users with insights 
such as which order and how to acquire each element technology.  

Fig. 6 shows the technology intelligence services and their flows by the technology 
planning steps. After the fourth step, all the analyzed results are piled into a report to 
provide users. 

 

Fig. 6. Service flows by technology planning steps 
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6 Conclusion 

Technology planning is a process of establishing technology strategy and should be 
supported by technology intelligence (TI). To reduce the cost of manual technology 
intelligence activities, we suggest an automated technology intelligence system which 
can be used with ease like existing information retrieval systems and can support 
whole steps of technology planning systematically. Technology planning has five 
steps among which first four steps can be supported by a TI system. We examined 
what decision should be made and what information is required in each step. We then 
suggested seven services and insights which have a specific role at each step of tech-
nology planning. As the number of mobile users is rapidly growing, we implemented 
our system running on Android tablet PCs. In the future, we will try to compare ours 
to FUSE and CUBIST outcomes after they are accessible publically. 
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